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Eliminate the Guesswork
When Working Deals: 2
powerful tools for prequalifying and prescreening
customers at your store!
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What is a soft-pull?
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Dealer Prescreen
Best Practices at Your Store
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Well now you can by using a soft-pull
solution at your store!

What is a Soft Pull?
Ø An inquiry performed on a consumer’s credit file with no
adverse affect on the consumer’s credit score or file
Ø Live credit data is returned to the dealer
Ø No date of birth or social security number required, no
additional personal information or signature needed
Ø 2 ways to use a soft-pull at your store:
ü Consumer pre-qualification – consumer driven, implied consent
ü Dealer prescreen – dealer driven without consent

There are 2 types of soft-pull solutions you
can use at your dealership:

How Do You Stay Compliant?
Ø The FTC, FCRA and CFPB have all approved the
use of soft-pulls for the Auto and Powersports
industries
Ø Make sure the partner you choose:
• is an authorized reseller of soft-pull data
• has a proven track record of compliance performance
• has a secure system that meets all three of the credit
bureaus security guidelines

Ø A firm offer of credit must be given at some point to
the consumer if a soft-pull is performed by the dealer
Ø It is NOT required if the consumer initiates the
process
Ø The firm offer delivery must be tracked and stored in
case of an audit

Consumer Pre-Qualification

Consumer Pre-Qualification
Ø Place banners and buttons in
strategic locations throughout
your website
ü Buttons on your VDP and
VLP
ü Banners on home page and
finance pages
Ø Captures the attention of
consumers browsing your site
or vehicle inventory

Keep it Simple!
Ø Keep the form simple for the
consumer to fill out
§ No need to ask for personal
information like SSN or
DOB

Ø Include a simple video or
instructions to make the
consumer comfortable with
the process

Data Provided to Dealers
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Live FICO Score
Available revolving credit
Auto inquiries in the last 30 days
Summary of all open auto
tradelines including:
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Current monthly payment
Interest rates on all open loans
Remaining balance / payoff
Original term / Remaining term
Number of late payments

What Does The Consumer Get?
Ø Once the consumer fills out the short
form, you can provide them with
follow-up communication to make
them feel comfortable that their
information was received, and to
encourage them to visit your
Data Provided to Dealers
dealership. Options include:
§
§
§

A short video congratulating them on
being pre-approved (if they meet the
criteria)
A certificate telling them they are prequalified
Coupons for discounts at your
dealership

Benefits of Web-based Consumer
Pre-Qualification
Ø Understand the credit history of your internet
leads before they even walk into the store.
Ø Increase gross profits and improve closing ratios
Ø Gives you better insight on how to prioritize leads
by identifying your best opportunities based on
credit profile.
Ø Instantly appends auto credit profile data to your
CRM making it easy to access.
Ø Convert website shoppers into buyers because
of the simplicity of the form and it does NOT
affect consumer credit score!

Dealer-Facing Prescreen

Prescreen Soft-Pull
Ø Soft-pull performed on a consumer’s credit file with no
adverse affect
Ø No date of birth or social security number required
Ø Initiated by dealership without consumer consent
Ø A prescreen can be used in several scenarios within
your dealership:
ü To qualify and prioritize inbound calls and internet leads
ü To qualify show room floor traffic, enhancing the sales process
ü To prequalify service lane customers, identifying upsell/re-sell
opportunities

Prescreen Data
A prescreen returns the following data
to the dealer:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

FICO Score
Available Revolving Credit
Auto inquiries in the last 30 days
Summary of all open auto tradelines
including:
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Current monthly payments
Interest rates on all open loans
Remaining balance / payoff
Original term / Remaining term
Number of late payments

Required: Firm Offer of Credit
Because a prescreen is a soft-pull
solution that does NOT require
consumer consent, dealers are
required by law to provide to the
consumer a firm offer of credit in
one of three ways:
ü Printing it off while the
customer is in the store
ü Emailing it to the consumer
within 30 days
ü Send it through regular mail
within 30 days

Prescreen Benefits
Ø A prescreen gives you visibility
into your customer’s credit profile
without affecting their credit score
Ø Allows you to work the right deal,
get the consumer in a car with a
payment they can afford
Ø Saves time by shortening the
sales cycle aligning the consumer
with a car they can afford and be
approved for

Prescreen Best Practices
1. Prescreen all inbound leads – phone, email,
web lead forms, classified sites.
2. Prescreen all “ups” in your showroom.
3. Prescreen customers in service

1. Prescreen ALL Inbound Leads
Ø Suggested workflow for prescreening all inbound
leads:
§

§
§
§

Run a prescreen on each lead that comes through
your BDC – whether they are phone calls, email,
Internet leads from your website, or OEM or other
paid sources.
Segment your leads by credit tier
Divide among your sales team for follow up
Coach your sales team on how to use the
prescreen data to have more meaningful
conversations with the opportunities as they
respond to their inquiries

Ø The sales team can reach out to each lead with
more directed information, which may include a
couple of available vehicles, payment options
and interest rates they can qualify for.
Ø Armed with the prescreen information, your team
has powerful new tool in their arsenal to get more
leads in the store and achieve higher closing
ratios.

Ø We suggest you prescreen every customer
before the test drive so you have a better idea
of the financing options and monthly payment
you can offer them.
Ø You may find out earlier in the process that
the vehicle they would like is not one they
may be able to get financing for, given their
credit score and auto borrowing history.
Ø Knowing this information up front can save
your team time, improve closing ratios and
even hold deal gross at the end of the
process.
Ø Not to mention your sales team can have a
better discussion during the test drive so by
the time you get back to the store, they are
ready to move to the next step in the buying
process

Ø Turn your service department into a sales
machine! Your sales team should be
running a prescreen on customers who did
not buy the vehicle from you, may be facing
a large RO, have a vehicle that is in highdemand on your pre-owned lot, or is in a
good equity position.
Ø A prescreen gives you a great opportunity
to take “service not sold” customers and
get them to trade in their vehicle at your
dealership.
Ø What better way to stock your pre-owned
lot with good clean vehicles!

Ø A prescreen gives you extremely rich data
to have a closing conversation with a
customer
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Share an important takeaway you received from this
session using hashtag #DDWChicago

